
LCDMTROV FLEX SORAA LAMPS

Elevate your brand with premium engineering

O E M  P A R T N E R S H I P S

When you choose Ecosense, you choose a suite of top-shelf lighting technologies equal to your vision, designed to 

take you to market faster—and better. But our industry-bending OEM solutions only go as far as our ability to execute. 

That’s why we’ve meticulously engineered our manufacturing model too, ensuring we’re always able to deliver products 

of consistent excellence, with many products shipping in just 48 hours to 2 weeks. Add our best-in-class service, 

and you’ve got yourself a partnership in the purest sense: strong, smart and sustainable.

• IP67 rated linear light engine for 

  outdoor and indoor use

• 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K

• 3 beam angles

• 90+ CRI standard

• Dimmable to 0%

• Silicone construction won’t crack,

   yellow or fade

• LED lamps with SORAA VIVID™ 

   and SORAA ZEROBLUE™ 

   technology

• 2700K, 3000K, 4000K (2200K 

   with SNAP filter)

• Beam angle options vary

• Up to 95 CRI

• Compatible with most dimmers 

   and drivers

• Modifiable with SNAP SYSTEM™ 

   lenses and louvers

• Converts a 0-10V signal to 

   reverse phase dimmed output

• Enables 0-10V dimming on  

   ELV-only fixtures

• Mounts directly on J-box or 

   luminaire

• Auto-sensing 120V and 277V 

   compatible

• 450W @ 120W, 1000W @ 277V

• Plenum rated

Just 48 hours to 2 weeks on our most popular SKUs
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WE SHIP QUICK SO YOU CAN TOO!



TROV FLEX
Say bye-bye to boring

If you can dream it, TROV Flex can make it happen. A true plug-and-play 

light engine featuring bio-friendly, all-silicone construction, TROV Flex is flexible 

enough to go toe-to-toe with your imagination, discreet enough to fit in almost 

anything, and durable enough—with an IP67 rating— to handle applications 

both indoors and out. The standalone design can simply be mounted into your 

luminaire, dramatically speeding up your design process and bringing your 

fixtures on par with the best with an incredible 8100cd CBC and your choice 

of 3 beam distributions, 4 CCTs, and dimming down to 0%. That’s right, zero.

DIMMING CONTROL MODULE
Get your ELV cheat code

Stop burning through engineering hours figuring out how to bring 0-10V 

dimming to ELV-only fixtures. Our Dimming Control Module does it for you. 

With an auto-sensing voltage switch for 120 and 277 volts, this miraculous box 

transforms static line voltage into dimmable, reverse-phase ELV. It can be 

installed at the junction box or integrated directly into your luminaire, making 

it your turn-key solution for new products and existing stock upgrades alike.

SORAA LAMPS
Ace the eye test

Your designs are ultimately only as remarkable as the light they output. So 

emit the absolute best by outfitting them with SORAA full spectrum lamps, 

compatible with the vast majority of commercially used drivers and dimmers. 

The gold standard in spectral quality, SORAA VIVID renders truer colors, 

richer reds, and brighter whites. SORAA ZEROBLUE technology offers similar 

spectral vibrancy in a blue-free light, opening you up to the emerging field of 

circadian lighting. And for any further fine tuning needed, you can simply shape 

your beams and shift your colors with our SNAP SYSTEM of magnetically 

attached lenses and louvers.
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